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INERTIA BOTTLES
TWO BOTTLES
GLOSSY PAPER STRIP
FILL SOME WATER IN BOTH BOTTLES

COVER STANDING BOTTLE WITH GLOSSY PAPER STRIP. INVERT SECOND BOTTLE FACE-TO-FACE ON TOP
FINAL ASSEMBLY

WATER DOES NOT FALL BECAUSE OF THE PAPER STRIP STOPPER

STRIKE THE STRIP HARD WITH ONE FINGER!

MAGICALLY THE STRIP WILL FALL! THE BOTTLES WILL STAND ONE ON TOP OF OTHER!
1. **INERTIA BOTTLES**

2. **Remove lids from two bottles.**

3. **Fill them three-quarters with water.**

4. **Glossy paper strip.**

5. **Strike the end of the strip with one finger.**

6. **The strip will fall, but magically the bottles will stand one on top of the other.**

7. **Place a paper strip on a bottle mouth.**

8. **Place the mouth of the other bottle on top of the same water.**

9. **May fall off.**
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